NEWSLETTER 2020
HALF YEARLY

HUMARI BUNIYAAD

H

ere is the second edition (Midyear) of
.
Some of you must be wondering why we have given this name to our
newsletter?
Let me enlighten you with the background. Here at Ladies Forum, our
relentless volunteers & sincere members are in continuous collaboration
with us, joining hands in our journey of turning ideas into reality &
thus we name
"2020 had presented LADIES FORUM with a number of exciting
opportunities to explore new dimensions & perspectives, address
emerging challenges for women and youth, in a global changing context
and engage with new contacts in exciting manners."
Our inspiration in today's global crisis has been the poetry of Allama Iqbal(RA)

To explore the fortune beyond the skies come forward &
join hands with us!
Dr. Aiza A. Khan - President Ladies Forum

Asalam Alaikum Wr Wb
lot of times, women are portrayed as oppressed or uneducated or
walking 10 steps behind, and to be honest that’s just not really how we
are in reality.
With the freedoms allowed by our creator, to provide a positive
representation of a women of our era Alhamdolilah LADIES FORUM is
outgrowing it’s roots to serve larger audience everyday in a vibrant way.
This Newsletter is a depiction of our activities.
Waiting to hear from you,

A

Dr. Shazia Faisal - Gen. Secretary Ladies Forum

COVID - 19 DIDN’T STOP US!
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"There is no traffic jam
along the extra mile."
- Roger Staubach
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COMBATING NEGATIVE IMPACTS
OF COVID-19 IN UAE
In the wake of the current crises of COVID,
Ladies Forum of Pakistan Association has
adopted safety ﬁrst policy especially for its
volunteers and community in general. This
includes encouraging volunteers to stay at
home and contribute their energies through
working from home. The Ladies forum has
taken several initiatives to combat the impacts
of COVID-19 on its social and welfare activities.
Most of these initiatives are related to
education, health, and welfare.

"Opportunities don't happen, you create them."
- Chris Grosser

WELFARE DEPARTMENT
“The best of people are those that bring the
most benefit to the rest of mankind.”

Headed by SAHAR NAJMUL HASAN
The Welfare Department aims to
assist the underprivileged
community. Working hand in hand
with our parent organization Pakistan
Association Dubai Alhamdulillah,the
Welfare Department of Ladies Forum
is reaching out to many deserving
families.

W E U N D E R S TA N D YO U B E T T E R

Ladies forum welfare department took an initiative of
the “Ehsaas” program to provide counselling to those
who suffer emotionally, mentally, and physically.
This initiative - lead by KULSOOM KHAN, is comprised
of many parts, more signiﬁcantly; counselling sessions,
awareness programs and support groups. We started
in April we started the free online counselling sessions
for mental and spiritual health with our experts and
which beneﬁted many individuals.
In May we also started free online counselling
sessions and provided people with healthy advices
from our experts to stay determined in the persuit to
support their parents.
Until now we have received 47 requests in total.

Ehsaas Panel of Specialists
* Psychotherapists
* Spiritual counselors
* ABA therapist
* Physiotherapist
* Occupation therapist
* Speech therapists
* Special educators

Community Awareness &
Support Webinars
Community Counselling and Awareness
session by Dr. Asad Sadiq
Emotional well-being during lock down by
Dr. Kanwal Kaisser(3 Sessions)
In addition to the above, we arranged a
Webinar on “Giving A New Meaning to
Parenting” by Dr M Shaﬁque Tahir.

WELFARE DEPARTMENT

BANDHAN is yet again a unique initiative of Ladies Forum
for protecting and promoting the integral institution of
marriage of our society.
With a swift application process through google forms,
information of potential candidates is gathered and
documented in records. Match-making sessions/meetings
are organised between selected candidates, who are
matched according to the respective details provided.

Team Members
Sis Suhaila
Sis Kausar
Sis Sadia Mazhar
Sis Tahira Naaz

We received over 100 responses within a months time.
Before tying the knot, our applicants are provided with a
beautifully designed Marriage Manual with an overview
of an Islamic wedding.

TALEEM PROJECT (In Pipeline)
This initative will help the students, who
are unable to continue their studies.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

We are in the process of collecting
study material from teachers and
setting up a portal for the upcoming
academic year.
Different curriculum courses will be
available for parents/students to
choose from, according to the
requirement and capability.

We have two career counselors
to help counsel our welfare
cases, to empower them
towards independant ﬁnancial
stability for future.

WELFARE DEPARTMENT

FEEDBACK AND REVIEWS
FROM OUR SUPPORT TEAM
“I joined Ladies Forum with low
expectations, however, the new team
has blown my mind. From the warm
welcome from Ladies forum to
organizing the widely successful
charity gala, and to our latest project
Bandhan. The social impact we have
made through this organization it
super fulﬁlling and it's great to see
Ladies Forum make a difference.”
Suhaila Shaukat

“I am glad that I joined Ladies Forum
a few months back and my working
experience with LF Admin and my
other team members is amazing
everyone is very humble cooperative
and easy to work with them, may
Allah give us more
opportunities to work together and
serve our community better IA.”
Tahira Ahmad (BANDHAN)

“I am a mother of two children (now
adults) with special needs. I worked
for people whenever it was possible.
But I always wanted to connect with
some people or organizations to
work for Pakistan. When I got a
chance from the Ladies Forum, I was
excited and impressed to know the
work which they are doing for special
education for special people. Now
started a support group Azam and
seeing its beneﬁts for parents like us.
It’s a satisfaction for me that I am a
part of that program.” Hanifa (AZAM)

FROM COUNSELING PATIENTS - EHSAAS

“Thank you for your support. I feel like someone is there
to listen to me now without any materialistic beneﬁt. May
Allah bless you with best in every phase of your life.”

“Hi, very good evening. Thank you for your arrangement
for supporting my son as they develop, we appreciate
your efforts.”

FROM PARENTS - AZAM GROUP
Asa, I feel privileged to be a part of azam group headed by
PAD Ladies Forum Dubai. The group provides complete
support to all its members according to their needs. We all
beneﬁt from the advice of experts on the group.

I can say that azam group is like a cup of trust shared
by all members with respect and love. It’s a true picture
of compassion and kindness and most importantly the
faith that each member of the group has when it comes
to fulﬁllment of what is required by them.

FROM THE COUNSELING DEPARTMENT - EHSAAS
“I cannot thank you enough for the support and help that I received from Ehsaas
during my most difﬁcult times. I am grateful from the bottom of my heart to you
for helping me pick up pieces from my scattered self/life. May Allah shower His
choicest blessings on you all and help you ease others’ pain and guide them. In
sha Allah of I ever need help, I will contact again”.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Prophet Muhammad(PBUH) said:

“When Allah wishes good for someone, He bestows
upon him the understanding of Deen.”
-Al bukhari/Muslim

Headed by SHAFAQ SHEHZAD
The Education Department of Ladies
Forum, believes in creating a strong bond
between the religious teachings and our
mothers, as builders of the nation and our
youth, as our future. This being our motto,
we successfully carried out multiple
courses and activities with integrated
approach towards balanced growth of
total personality including the rational,
spiritual and social dimensions which
beneﬁtted both mothers and the children.

LISAN UL QURAN TUESDAY CLASS
Lisan ul Quran Tuesday Class Second semester resumed after the winter break with Sister Farheen as class
in- charge, Sister Saman, Sadia Mazhar and Sadaf Atif as tajweed teachers, Sister Sadia Shahid and Dr.
Shazia explaining Tafseer of Quran and Sister Sameera highlighting the lives of Mothers of Believers as our
role models
Despite the closure of classes due to the pandemic, our team of committed teachers and dedicated
volunteers continued to provide lessons through the WhatsApp group till the end of March 2020. Activities
carried out during this course include Class party and E-Eid meetup.

FI HISN UL QURAN
From 7th April – 7th July Ramadan Special Course (In The Fortress of Quran)
was offered live through an online platform with great attendance from our
enthusiastic students. The lectures and speeches focused on following
thought-provoking topics;
* Preparation for the Day of Judgement
* Importance of Shahr ul Quran
* Planning for activities during the holy month Ramadan
The focus of the program remained on Tajweed, in-depth understanding of
selected parts of the Quran, and emphasis on the importance of Shahr ul
Quran. Special thanks to Sister Sadia Shahid, Dr. Shazia Faisal, Sister Sameera
Salman, Sister Saman Waqar, Sister Sadaf Ather, Sister Farida Anjum, Dr.
Farah Kausar, Sister Azra Asif and Sister Nadia for delivering heart touching lectures. Tajweed teacher
Sister Sadia Mazhar said, “Students actively engaged and completed their assignments which helped them
improve their tajweed level”.
In the month of Dul Hijjah special lecture was arranged for students of Lisan al Quran. Sister Sadia Shahid
explained beautifully the importance of the ﬁrst 10 days of Dhul-Hijjah and how to make those days
beneﬁcial.

LISAN UL QURAN THURSDAY CLASS
Our Thursday class of 30 students, continued in January 2020 after the
midterm exam. When the UAE government announced lockdown, the
classes shifted to an online platform with the pre-planned course to fullﬁll the
commitment of our valuable students.
Ustaza Abyez taught difﬁcult terms of Arabic grammar beautifully and
helped students to stay energized and active during the class. Dr. Aiza Ali
Khan shared the life lessons from Blessed Life of our Prophet (PBUH) In
energetic style. The course successfully ended on 2nd July, 20’ after ﬁnal
exams.
The resulting ceremony was arranged online in a live session by Ladies
Forum management where students expressed their feelings by saying,
“This course was a life-changing experience. Now the Quran is more understandable and lessons from
Seerah have changed our lives.” All students showed interest in attending the next course.
Sister Humna Salman, Sister Shazia Faisal and Sister Saman Waqar were the position holders. Certiﬁcates
and gifts were distributed among students. Special gifts were given to teachers.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

GIRLS’ WEEKEND CLASS
With 30 attendees on average, 9 Classes were held on campus since
Jan’20, 2 classes were posted on WhatsApp group during March and 9
were conducted live online from Apr – June’20. Keeping into
consideration today’s challenges for youth, Sister Maisa beautifully
described Surah Yousaf to boost their iman and spread positivity among
our bright and enthusiastic girls.
Short lectures by Sister Maryam, Sister Sadaf Javed, Sister Sumaiya Rao,
Sister Sara, Sister Nadia and Dr. Farah Kausar were a real hit. Their lectures
opened a new door of self-realization for the girls and encouraged
them to ﬁnd the treasures of Ramadan and apply them in their daily lives.
Healthy extra-curricular activities such as Salad making competition,
Talent Show and Sports Day helped bring out the talents of the girls and
introduced fun into their learning.

KIDS’ WEEKEND CLASS
The total attendance of class averaged around 40.
After a series of on-campus classes in Jan – Feb’20 and lessons posted
on WhatsApp group through Mar’20, online classes started on 4th
Apr’20. Sister Nimra continued with the pre- planned syllabus, the
morning and evening azkar, and short stories of Prophets.
Her energetic voice leaves a good impact of stories on kids. On the
other hand, Sister Nadia taught kids about the Importance of
Ramadan as Shahr ul Quran and lailatul Qadr. Her sweet way of
teaching encouraged kids to make Ramadan zikr tent, Ramadan
poster and Dua jar through art and craft activity to develop the spirit of
Ramadan among them.

SUMMER COURSES
With a view to providing an opportunity for kids and Girls to utilize
their summer break to strengthen their roots and enhance upon their
journey of knowledge, online Summer Courses were introduced.
3 different age groups were created to cater to the speciﬁc learning
requirements and teaching methodology of each group
Shining Stars (6-9 yrs boys & girls), Cherished Pearls (10-14 boys &
girls) and Precious Jewels (15+ girls only).
All courses elicited overwhelming registrations and attendance
averaging at 90+ for Shining Stars and 70-80 for Cherished Pearls
and Precious Jewels each.
A total of 14 classes are designed to be conducted on a bi-weekly
basis until 24th August 2020. Carefully thought out course outline
focuses on improving the knowledge of Quran by memorizing Surah
names & their meanings and learning some Quranic vocabulary for
the youngest group, extracting morals from Surah Hujrat and the
series of young sahabah and reviving Sunnah for Cherished Pearls
and in-depth study of Surah Kahf in addition to its memorization with
tajweed for 15+ girls.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

JOURNEY OF KNOWLEDGE
Daily Quran Classes headed by Sister Sadaf Athar, also the Vice President of Ladies
Forum who dedicatedly devotes her services to the organization. Her teaching
encourages students towards betterment in every aspect of life. Sister Yasmeen Shoukat
has been a great support in teaching ladies and inspiring them to achieve greatness of a
nation maker.

DURATION

VENUE

TYPE OF
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EDUCATIONAL
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To
16th May

Cisco
Webex
Application

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

A month long
event of
understanding
the brief
explanation of
Quran

TIME &
DAYS

NO. OF
ATTENDEES

SATURDAY
TO
THURSDAY

256

2pm - 4pm

FEEDBACK AND REVIEWS
Students expressed their gratitude towards the Ladies Forum management and teachers
for working with diligence to provide such great opportunities for self- improvement and
strengthening bonds with the Quran.

FROM STUDENTS - LISAN UL QURAN

Sister Humera Andaleeb

Sister Rafat Noor

FROM STUDENTS - JOURNEY OF KNOWLEDGE
All major topics were explained so well with
day to day examples, made me understand
Quran better, and has brought me close to
Allah. - From United Kingdom

My Mother Passed away last week. Quran
class taught me to be patient in difﬁcult
times.

This journey of Quran helped me cure my
depression in lockdown. - From Dubai

These classes have helped me learn
many things which I wasn’t aware of.
Alhamdulillah. - From India

CULTURAL DEPARTMENT

Managed by vibrant team
head Madiha Jaffar, our
culture team is promoting
creative minds and sharing
innovative ideas through
different activities.

PanRamdan to PanKitchen
To adopt a healthy living and cooking style, Ladies
Forum launched Pan Ramadan on 17th April, 2020 to
spread options of healthy cooking alternatives along
with Ramadan dietary plans, grocery ideas, and Home
Chef’s recipes.
The secondary purpose of this program was to
mitigate the risk of stress during the lockdown period.
This program is for the whole month of Ramadan and
it is running through a WhatsApp group.
The group reached the maximum capacity of 257
within a day.

Following the success of Pan Ramadan, we have diversiﬁed our themes and scope of
work to include Weekly videos of Professional Chefs and clean eating Tips.
Once a week, we have dedicated to our Members to share their creativity.
Interesting Themes are followed each week.
As well as, cooking Live sessions and competitions are expected in-house, once
hopefully possible.

“I would like to express my
appreciation for the Pan Kitchen
initiative as it provided a great
opportunity for Pakistani ladies to
express their talent at a larger forum.
In another perspective, I feel it also
enables all the new housewives to
learn and try new dishes by looking at
practically done recipes. Last but
deﬁnitely not least, this group
introduced me to some of the great
ladies!”
SADIAf ASIF

FEEDBACK &
REVIEWS
“JazakAllah for adding me to this
group. I learned so many new
recipes!!!”
MUNIBA SIDDIQUI

CULTURAL DEPARTMENT

“Pan kitchen group was made during
COVID pandemic lockdown! It
became very informative and useful
during those days as we got lots of
recipes from it! I personally made
many dishes taking guidelines from
the respected group member’s
videos. I really appreciate the efforts
that the group admins n team are
doing for us to motivate to try new
dishes in our kitchens! Thank you so
much for your sincere efforts.”
DR. AMBREENA KANWAL

SOME YUMMYLICIOUS CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PAN KITCHEN

CULTURAL DEPARTMENT

40 - DAY WEIGHTLOSS CHALLENGE
Catering to the needs of the society in these unsettled times, we have planned to inspire our ladies to
get ﬁt and healthy soon. This initiative was launched on 15th July 2020 for 6 consecutive weeks.
All participants were joined to a WhatsApp group, registered online with complete measurements,
diet, and exercise data to be monitored by 6 Experts throughout the Challenge. Ladies are motivated
to stay ﬁt, together as part of a team with constant Tips, videos and Meal plans.
A Team of 4 dedicated volunteers are behind the scene, along with our IT team assistance. Few names
worth mentioning are Seema Alavi, Shahzareen , and Ayisha Khursheed.
Our Weight Loss Campaign is a Gym Membership Drive to motivate the public to take Membership at
the grand Health & Fitness facility. Ladies Forum will initiate to encourage ladies in the community to
join and spread the word.
Activities include: Exercise session Live Broadcast with Fitness Trainer to those at
home, Nutrition planning, Recipes, Food Journals, Daily Reminders & Motivation
Quotes, Project-end Rewards and Winner Award

FEEDBACK & REVIEWS
“I am really impressed by the proposed plan for 40 Day
Weight Loss. It’s so well rounded and includes everything in
moderation. I’m really looking forward to see the progress
of its participants.” FITNESS TRAINER, MARWA

I recently joined the Weight Loss Challenge which was organized
by Ladies forum. It’s a great initiative taken by the team to
introduce it in these challenging times where the weight gain has
become a norm of the society. Its conducted online as well in
person and the information shared till now is very informative and
easy to implement. Exercises and challenges are easy to work out. I
really look forward to seeing more of these lifestyle initiatives by
the Ladies forum in the future - MARYAM

HEALTH & FITNESS CENTER - PAD (MEMBERSHIP DRIVE)
Our Weight Loss Campaign is a Drive to motivate public to take Membership at the
SHAHID AFRIDI FITNESSES CENTRE. Ladies Forum will initiate to encourage ladies in the
community to join and spread the word.
Aerobics and Pilates classes are being planned in groups, as well as Personal Trainings.

CULTURAL DEPARTMENT

Some Beneficial Guidelines Provided By The Team Of
Nutritionists And Trainers

CULTURAL DEPARTMENT

IT DEPARTMENT

Led by Sister Saira & Sister
Sumera, comprises of Sisters
Hafsa, Humna, Samar, Haniya,
Sundus, Dr. Ghazala, Amina,
Areej, Juveria and Faiza joining
their hands together to bring
forward several activities. Under
the Ladies Forum banner, the IT
department ensures the smooth
running of weekly on-campus &
online classes and events.

Since the lockdown in March 2020 due to the COVID-19 outbreak, we have shifted our
regular classes to an online platform.
Ladies Forum came forward with the unique idea of E-Eid meetup through WhatsApp
group where the participants shared their Eid messages and good wishes with each other
along with pictures of their special Eid treats.
Apart from online classes, a YouTube channel was launched, and a series of webinars has
been arranged with renowned specialists and scholars to provide professional advice on
various topics including social well-being during the lockdown, parenting guidelines, etc.
In addition to above, we are continuously in touch with our community through social
media such as Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp. Behind all of this is a dedicated team
with fellow volunteers who own this platform and give their best.

IT Training For Ladies Forum Working Team.
LEVEL 1
Training will be comprising of Online
Broadcasting & Goggle Forms
shaping

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

AUGUST

ADVANCE LEVEL
SEPTEMBER- OCTOBER.

* Presentation
* word and Excel on MS ofﬁce.
* Event day Technical Support.

An 8 day training for Ladies Forum
Volunteers - Advance Digital Media
Designing.

LADIES FORUM - SOCIAL PAGES
We planned and aimed to serve ladies according to their interests and needs in the form of regular general
self, motivational posts, updates on live traing for well being and learning sessions. Whatsapp group to
cater their needs from stress to interests & ﬁtness in the form of:

* Pan kitchen (members are interested and thankful especially in Covid times to learn handy recipes)
* Azam (support group for people with special needs)
* Bandhan - match making support group (great initiative and stress reliever for mothers for proper
professional approach)

* Weekend and weekday classes for ladies and kids on Electa
* Special Summer Classes for kids and teenagers to fulﬁll their holiday needs (where social media played
important role and kids from every state of UAE joined the group)

* Weight loss challenge (particular days challenge program to get ladies focus on their physical wellbeing
too!!

IT DEPARTMENT

Through Facebook & Instagram, we update our audience with daily posts that
includes: motivational reminders, announcements, competitions, live sessions or
workshops, Names and other information of the winner of our various competitions
to boost up inspire other to join. Multiple Webinars have been conducted through
Youtube, about several initiative by Ehsaas and Educational Department.

FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

300 plus likes
350 plus followers

300 plus posts
200 plus followers

Whatsapp | Instagram | Facebook posts include:
* Foundation of ladies forum
* Weekend classes
* Events
* General daily posts with reminders
* Boost up post for reminding of event
* Collab post from PAD ofﬁcials
* Live links for the talks and workshops
* posts regarding whatsapp group
* live coverage from events by pictures and short videos
* ﬂyers for the events

HONEHAAR - OUR NEW ADDITION

Honehar ( in collab with Ladies Forum page on fb and insta !!)
Yet another great and purposeful cause for community that is
needed to build special trait in kids where they are able to
share their toys and books by posting the availability and the
other kids can beneﬁt from it. And this is all for FREE!!.
The idea is to encourage our kids to attain empathy and learn
to share.

IT DEPARTMENT

LADIES FORUM
VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are the backbone of any organisation. In the month of
January Sister Farida Jalil delivered a lecture on the topic of
moral values and Sister Azra Asif conducted a workshop on the
topic of “how to be a good friend”. Again, in the month of
February lecture about “commitment” was delivered by
Sister Shahzareen Mohammad and workshop was conducted by
Sister Sameera Salman on the topic of “connect effectively”.
To make our volunteers more productive and energized during
Ramadan in this pandemic, a short explanation of one juzz was
shared with them daily. Short Q&A’s were also shared to help
them understand the Quran better. As pandemic has hit hard on
social activities, our volunteers are still happily socializing on
Ladies Forum WhatsApp groups to stay connected with each
other and help each other during times of depression or anxiety.
Due to the pandemic, Eid ul Fitr was not the same as it used to
be so E-Eid meetups were arranged by Ladies Forum
management on WhatsApp groups. Our volunteers’ participation
was marvellous. They all shared best wishes and pictures of their
delicious food with each other.

CARVING THE GEMS
Our volunteers have been given an opportunity to
further enhance their skills and learn the root of
their services to our organization. Online training
sessions have been organized from 9th Aug ‘20 to
25th Aug ’20. A series of 6 sessions have been
designed and taken by none other than a very well
known and a very humble orator Alima Nadia
Sadiq. These sessions are a reminder to our
volunteers about the real meaning of devoting
yourself in the service of our Creator.

We provided an opportunity for our volunteers to ﬁnd the hidden talent within themselves by
writing something optimistic that has a productive impact on society. Our team helped them
improve their writing skills and best articles were posted on ofﬁcial WhatsApp group of Ladies
Forum. Our volunteers wrote on the topics of Ramadan, Life in the pandemic, etc. Sister
Sumera Talha expressed her feelings through poetry.

PIECES OF POETRY BY OUR GEMS

The Unseen World
A world within a world. So different than ours, So
perfect in its functions, So continuous in its works.
A world we can't see, But surely, we can feel.
The drifting of the clouds, The changing of the
seasons, The directing of the wind, And spilling of the
rain.
A world run by Angels,
They neither eat nor drink,
Nor does slumber envelop them even for a blink. They
are made of light yet faster than its speed. Submitted
to Allah (God), the Greatest indeed. Executing in our
world, whatever He has decreed.
They are the ones who blow the spirit into us, At a time
when we are nothing but a fetus.
They are assigned as our guardians in this world, To
deflect all evil towards us that is hurled.
They sit on our shoulders and silently observe, The
deeds that we do, in a book they preserve.
On His order, they bring to us death, Retrieving our souls as we take
our last breath.
They are infinite in numbers yet all under His Rule. None can intercede
in His commands, even by a minuscule.
They remain part of the unseen world,
until the final closing of our eyes, when everything is unfurled.
- MARYAM

SHAHID

OTHER EVENTS
The Search Of Precious Treasures

An exclusive family night (The Search Of Precious
Treasures)was an online session comprising of
talks by male speakers Mr Ameen Razi & Brother
Najm Ul Hasan about Seeking the holiest night in
the islamic calendar and exploration of real spirit
of Ramadan. Collective Dua was kept at the end In
solidarity to UAE Govt’s initiative of collective
prayers for pandemic.

Social gatherings and delicious food is the beauty of
eid but due to pandemic situation we missed all of
the fun. To continue the tradition of grand eid
gatherings, Ladies Forum came forward with the
unique idea of E-Eid meetup on its Ofﬁcial
WhatsApp groups, Ofﬁcial Facebook page and
Instagram .
Eid day started with video of Takbeerat followed by
the eid wishes messages from our Teachers and
incharges of our different departments. Audio of
well known orator Aisha Amir was shared with
members through Ladies Forum YouTube channel.
It was indeed a great reminder that eid is the
celebration of gratitude and sharing.
Our members not only shared eid greetings and
best wishes but also shared delicious recipes and
pictures of mouthwatering food with each other.

Although we missed meeting each other in person but
these E-Eid meetups helped us share the Joys of eid with
each other.

Thank
You

